
Installation
Your Organizer is designed to be mounted to the back of your Gator OPS.
To begin, wrap the three fabric flaps [a] on the top of the Organizer around the top OPS
bar above and behind the seats, joining the rip-and-grip material on the back of the
Organizer (Fig. 1).
Next, fasten the two straps [B] on each side of the Organizer to the OPS by wrapping each
strap around the OPS bar (Fig. 2) and threading the strap through the buckles threading
path (Fig. 3).  Leave each strap loose while positioning your Organizer, then tighten the
straps as needed.

Using Strap Keepers
Strap keepers secure excess strap, preventing it from flapping while you’re riding.
Fold or roll the extra web strap over on itself to form a 2-3 inch length and slide the folded
strap into the open hook to secure the excess strap (Fig. 4).

Installing a Gator OPS Organizer with a Gator OPS Soft Roof
Your Organizer can be installed with a Gator OPS Soft Roof.  Refer to your Gator OPS Soft
Roof installation information.

Installation with an OPS Rear Screen
You can install to an OPS with a rear-screen attached - just take care to thread the three
top fabric flaps and four corner straps between the OPS bars and rear screen.

Cleaning
Clean your Organizer with a soft brush and warm water.  DO NOT USE SOAP as it can
damage the protective coatings on the fabric. Air dry.

Storage
To avoid mildew be sure that your Organizer is completely dry before you store it for an
extended period in an enclosed area.

 Two Year Limited Warranty
Ths product is factory warranted for workmanship and materials for two years after

purchase.  Use when transporting your Gator on an open vehicle
will invalidate this warranty.

Made by
Classic Accessories, Inc., Kent  WA 98032
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